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THE EVALUATION O RESULTS FROM TRUNCATEDSAMPLES:
THE NEW JERSEY INCOME MAINTENANCE EXPERIMENT
BY JERRY A. HAUSMAN AND DAVID A. WIsE*
Estimates of the effects of tax and income guarantee valueson hours worked by white males in the New
Jersey income maintenance experiment are presented after developinga procedure to take explicit account
oft/it "truncating' 'sampling procedure used to select participants in the experiment. Theestimated effects
of an income maintenance scheme like that imposed by the experimentare substantially larger than those
obtained by other investigators.
Two models are developed. The first deals wit/i one endogenous variable, annualearnings. Our
estimates reveal a negative experimental effect of about 6 percent on earnings. They also leadto an
estimate of the proportion of variation in income due to "perinanent"factors of about 86percent. This
means that even if one were to use only experimental data, the truncation in the first period would lead to
parameter estimates with large bias. The second model decomposes earnings into two endogenous
variableswages and hours worked. Our estimates reveal an elasticity of hours worked withrespect to the
wage rate, or the tax rate, of about 14 percent, and with respect to non-wage income, or the income
guarantee, about 2 percent. Because of the truncation, other investigators who did not correct for it often
found a negative wage coefficient in equations similar to ours. These coefficients although small,suggest
that for persons who elect to participate in an income maintenance scheme the effecton hours worked
could be substantial, possibly as high as 16 or 17 percent. It is of interest that the resultswere surprisingly
close to those obtained using pre -experimental observations only.
The oft-touted power of controlled cxperimcnts derives from their theoretical
ability to isolate the effects of specific actions, treatments,or more general
policies. This theoretical ability is based on the assumption of careful randomiza-
tion. Randomization, however, may be difficult to realize in practice. Retreat from
such an optimal state may result from consideration of cost, convenience, techni-
cal expertise, legal constraints, ethical bounds, or any number of other compelling
reasons. In some cases, such factors lead to rather well defined deviations from
random selection and assignment. The primary limit on randomization in the New
Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment, for example, was the restriction of
participation in the experiment to families who earned less than one-and-one-half
times the poverty level. That is, participants had to have been below this earnings
limit in the year just before the experiment began. Although nota hindrance to
some uses of the experimental data, this "truncation" does hamper their applica-.
bility for others. For example, any uses of the New Jersey data that treat earnings
or components of earningshours and wagesas endogenous variables, are
affected by the truncation. This is true of the other income maintenance experi-
ments as well.
* The research reported hereinwas performed pursuant to a grant from the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C. The opinions and conclusions expressed herein
are solely those of the authors, and should not be construed as representing the opinion or policy of any
agency of the United States government.
The authors were supported by the above grant through MA THEMA TI CA, to whose staff we
owe a considerable debt for assistance in the work. In particular, we thank Francis Drevers for helping
to bring together the data used in the study. Several members of the staff, including R. Hollister, C.
Metcalf, R. Moffilt, and K. Kehrer, provided helpful comments. Neil Goldman at Harvard provided
valuable aid in checking our mathematical derivations. Wendy Gelberg at Harvard drew the graphs
and typed the manuscript.
421The problem arid a method of "correcting" for it were discussed by Hausman
and Wise in an earlier paper [1975]. A straightforward.maxunum likehhood
procedure was proposed. The approach suggested in that paper, however, is
strictly applicable only to observations that serve as a basis for truncation. In the
New Jersey experiment, for example, persons were selected for the experiment on
the basis of observations pertaining to the year prior to the experiment. This
information was used to "truncate" the sample. Our earlier procedure is directly
applicable to data for this year. We would like a procedure for dealing with
information collected during the course of the experiment. The experiment lasted
for three years. Once selected for the experiment, there was no further restriction
on earnings. Family income could have been three times the poverty level in any of
the three years of the experiment, for example, as long as it was less than one-and-
one-half times the poverty level the year prior to the experiment. In fact. because
earnings are so highly correlated from one year to the next, the effect of the
truncation was almost as strong for prc-experimental as for experimental data.
This means that it is not possible to avoid the truncation problem by using only
experimental data. We propose in this paper a method for treating experimental
data, given the procedure used to select participants. As in our previous paper, we
will "carry along" an empirical example to demonstrate the technique.
The first section deals with the case of a single endogenous variable observed
before the experiment began as well as during the experiment. Our example will
be annual earnings. We are able to estimate, in particular, the average effect of the
"treatment" on earnings. The second section extends the methodology to a
simultaneous equation situation with two endogenous variables observed before
and during the course of the experiment. These variables are the components of
earnings, the hourly wage and the number of hours worked. This example is
particularly relevant to the New Jersey and other income maintenance experi-
ments. The primary goal of all of them is to assess the impact on hours worked or
labor supply of various negative income tax schemes. Other methodologies (e.g.,
Hall [1975]) allow estimation of total experimental effects on hours worked, but
do not provide reasonable estimates of income and substitution effects. Both are
inputs into reliable estimates of the results and cost of negative income tax plans.
To separate the experimental effect into income and substitution components
requires a structural model. Such separation is important for evaluatinga broad
range of possible plans. The experiment allowed for eight possible income
guaranteemarginal tax rate combinations. There are, of course, many other
possibilities. One might suppose that relevant parameters could simply be esti-
mated from non-experimental observations, and they have been; but under
existing tax laws, no observations of low income families would be observed with
the high marginal tax rates (as high as 70 percent) imposed inthe experiment. The
third section contains a short summary. Finally, computationalconsiderations are
discussed in an appendix.
1. A SINGLE ENDOGENOUS VARIABLE: EARNINGS
To aid in exposition, we will begin by describingthe situation where the
analysis is restricted to pre-experimental data.These paragraphs and graphs are
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Iborrowed from our previous work. Wevill then extend this heuristic discussionto
the case where both pre-experimentaand experimental observationsare Consi-
dered. This latter situation is thendescribed in a more formalmanner.
Assume that in the population therelationship between earnings and
exogenous variables is of the form
(1.1)
where Y is earnings; X isa vector of exogenous variables including education,
intelligence, etc....; i indexes individuals;is a vector of parameters; andis a
disturbance term with expected valuezero and variance u-2 for each individual.
ThusY1is distributed normally withmean X,8 and varianceo-,N(X1/3,u2).
The sample we have is not, however,randomly drawn from the population
nor from some segment of the population defined byvalues of the exogenous
variables, and therefore is notrepresentative of it Families were selected froman
otherwise eligible population in four cities inNew Jersey and Pennsylvania. Those
families who were subsequently foundto have incomes during the year preceding
the experiment, greater thanone and one-half times the 1967 poverty linewere
eliminated from the study. Thepoverty line is dependent on family size; therefore
the "cut-off" point varied from familyto family. The truncation thus takes the
form,
(1.2)
whereL1depends on family size. [The reader willnote that equation (1) pertains
to individual income, while the truncation is basedon family income. For the time
being, we will act as if the twowere the same and return to the problem when
discussing the empirical example.] Ifwe substitute for Y, the final selection
criterion for families considered for inclusion inthe experiment could he statedas
follows:
(1.3) 1=X1+L1,included
= Xj3 + e > L, excluded
where Y pertains to earnings during theyear prior to the experiment. This
formulation affords an explicit comparison with the "Tohit"situation. We discus-
sed it in our earlier paper, but it may warrant re-emphasishere. In the Tobit case
L is equal to some L for all i (although this isnol logically necessary), and }
would be equal to L for Y greater than L. Herewe can think of a measuring
device that misses all observations above L. rather thanassigning them the value
L. Both statistical models, however,are members of a wider class of models
associated with truncated distributions.
To fix ideas, consider the following graph, where the solidline indicates the
"average" relation between education and earnings andthe dots represent the
distribution of earnings around thismean for selected values of education.
Assume that family size is the same for each observation.All individuals with
earnings above a given level L, indicated by the horizontalline would he
eliminated from the experiment. In estimating the effect ofeducation on earnings,






















ire(circled) and would thus tend to underestimate the effect of education using
ordinary least squares. In other words, the sample selection procedure introduces
corre!aton between right-hand variables and the error term, which we know leads
to biased parameter estimates. The estimated regression line is dashed in the
graph. From the graph, it can be seen that the magnitude of the bias depends on L,






Now assume that we observe earnings priorto and during the experiment.
We would like to use both. Let prior observationsbe indexed by I and those
during the experiment by 2. Then
(1.4) Y1=X11j3+, and
= X,J3 + E21




Thus for any given value of education (or in general X), the observed
distribution of earnings during the year prior to the experiment can be thought of
as truncated at L, where the "extent" of the truncation depends on the level of
education. Graphically, for a given X1 the distribution of V,may look as follows,




Ca'ailable, however, only forpersons for whom Y11 was less than or equal to L1. For
given X and X21, the joint distributionof Y, and Y,1 may look like that in Figure
3. 'Ilie ellipses represent equal probabilitycontours and X1f and Xf3 are the
means in the population of Y and Y, respectively. Thetruncation on earnings in
period I precludes observation of pointsto the right of L. The idea is analogous to
that depicted in Figure 2 except thatwe now need to consider the bivariate




More formally, we need to find the joint distributionof Y1 and Y2 for values
of Y1 less than or equal to L. Let! be their joint density function.Assume that in
the population, given X1, and X21, Y1, and Y2are jointly normal with mean
vector (X11, X2J3) and covariance matrixgiven by,
N N (Y1Y,,) (1.7) L= [If(Y1, '2i)fl[(LX)/J
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in this formulation,( Y11, Y21) is a bivariate normal density function with the
mean vector and the covariance matrix shown above. Note that the probability
that Y1, is less than or equal to L- can be writtenas - X11)/o-]. We can now
write the likelihood function for N observationson Y1 and Y-, as,U
By writing (Y,,Y-.as the product ot themarginaldistribution ofY, iandthe
conditionaldistribution ofY,, tivcn Y.we can replace it with,
(1.8) (Y,, Y)= th(Yh Y I)
(r (1I--p
where ()represents a unit normal density function andp is the correlation
coefficient betweenY,and Y,.
Wecanwritethe log-likelihoodtunction using (1.7) as,
(1.9) -Inl)
-
{( Y, --A1,$,Y2 -X21 ' (Y,1 -X1,Y,, -X71)']
_ln[(L
whereDis the determinant of',or. takingadvantageof the relationship (1.8),
as
(1.10)f= -Nln2ir-NIntvi[)
-[(Y, -X,1)/u]2--In '[(L, -X,j3)/crj
--ç:
[((Y1,pY,1) - (X -1iX1)/((rIi=)J
This isthe form thatwe will use for estimation.
We will find the values of,p.2, andp that maximize this function for a given
specification oF (1.4). (The maximizatjtechnique is discussed in the appendix.)
Recall that p is an estimate ofthe proportion of the variation inY,given K, that results from "permanent"versus "transitory" components of therandom term e. If we write e. as, = u1 -3- ii,. where t indexes time, and u isan individual specific effect; and weassume that E(u11) = 0 and E(ii1,.)= 0 for t1'. then p is given by
p =U/((T+(T),
An Exanzpk': OneEndogeno,gs Variable
We will presentan example analogous totheone usedinour previous work. That exampleisextendedto handlenhservatinsfor two time periods. In addition,while the data for theearlierexample covered both whitesandnon- whites,thedata usedinthiscasewillbe restricted towhites.' The techniqueis demonstratedwith empiricalestimatesof the effect of education and "intelligence,"as well as the experimental"treatment," on the
The itlrulion rate for Olacksas C nsidcr,hly higher than forwhiles See Peck invol. 2,Pt C, chap. I of \Vatts and Rees [1974].
426earnings of workers in "low-level'' jobs with relatively little education.The mean
level of education of persons in the sample is 8.76years. They are distributed
among Occupations (census classifications) as follows: 2.4 percentare profes-
sional, technical, and kindred workers,or managers, othcials and proprietors; 6.1
percent arc clerical or sales workers; 63.1 percent craftsmen, foremen, operatives,
and kindred workers; 10.8 percent private householdor service workers; and 1 7.6
percent are laborer..'he experimental treatment consisted of marginal tax rates
and income guarantees assigned to the "experimental"group, but not to "con-
trols." There were eight different tax rate guarantee level combinations. In this
example we will test only for an "experimental effect," and willnot distinguish
between the different combinations. In the simu!taneousequation example
below, however, we will take account of differencesacross individuals in marginal
tax rates and income guarantees or non-wage income.
The sample is comprised of male heads of households who participated in the
negative income tax experiment, and for whom relevant informationwas availa-
ble. The truncation point for each observation was taken to hcone and one-half
times the appropriate poverty level, lessany family income other than the
earnings of the male head. If the male earned more than this, given other family
income, the observation would not appear in the sample.
The variables used are defined as follows:
Earnings in period 1: gross annual wage income during theyear prior to the
experiment. (Average reported earnings per week times the number of weeks
worked.) Depending on the city of residence, thisyear ended between August
1968 and August 1969.
Earnings in period 2: average of weekly earnings over twelve weeks (one in
each quarter) during the experiment, multiplied by the number of weeks worked
in the previous period.
Education: education in years.
"(0": the number of correct answers, out of 50 questions, on the Animons
n and Ammons Quick Test.
Age: age in years.
Experience: age, minus the age at which the individual reported obtaining his
F. first full-time job.
c Union: takes the value one if the individual reported being a member ofa
n union, zero otherwise.
Training: months of training of a vocational nature.
Illness: takes the value one if the individual reported that he had an illness
that limited his working.
Time: takes the value one for the experimental period and zero for the
k. pre-experimental period.
In Experimental effect: takes the value one in period 2 if the individual is in the
n- experimental group (not a control), and zero otherwise.
The following variables are not used in the single endogenous variable
of example, but are used in the simultaneous equation example below. Fur corn-
he pleteness, they arc defined here.
I-fours in period 1: earnings during the year prior to the experiment, divided
C,
by an estimated wage. The wage was estimated by the average of earnings, divided
427by hours worked during the weeks prior tothe second through fifth quarterly
intel views. Only those weeks for which positve earnings werereported were used
in the average.
Hours in period 2: average of hours worked over twelveweeks (one in each
quarter) during the experiment, multiplied by the number of weeksworked in the
previous period.
Wage in period 1: average of earnings divided by hoursworked during the
weeks prior to the second through fifth quarterly interviews. Onlythose weeks for
which positive earnings were reported were used in the average.
Wage in period 2: same as above except that data for twelve quarters were
used.
Family size:the number of persons in the family.
Coefficient estimates are presented iii Table 1. The dependent variable is the
logarithm of earnings. The independent variables are entered linearly (not in
logarithm form). The maximum likelihood procedure estimates, a,and p in
equation (1. 10), where the logarithm of earnings is Y
Comparable results pertaining to the pre-experimental period only were
discussed in our previous work. The primary result was that least squares
coefficient estimates were found to he strongly biased toward zero in comparison
with consistent estimates analogous to these. Here we will draw attention only to
those estimates that pertain to the results of th.e experiment. The estimated
experimental effect on earnings is 6 percent and negative. It is interesting to note
that the average change in the logarithm of earnings of the controls was 0. 190 and
for the experimental group, 0. 1 34: The difference of 0.056 is quite close to the
difference estimated as the experimental effect, 0.058, in the "behavioral"
equation. This suggests that the two groups were in fact selected randomly with
respect to the variables in the equation. This is, of course, what the experimental
randomization was designed to do.
The variation in earnings, given the independent variables controlled for, due
to "permanent" versus "transitory" factors, is estimated by 5 at almost 86
percent. This strongly suggests that the bias of least squares estimates found in
results based on the pre-experimental data would persist even if experimental
data only were used.
Finally, the positive time effect of about 3 percent may be thought of as
representing the effect ofnfiation, as well as other factors which may have
influenced the trend in earnings of both controls and experimentals from the first
period to the second.
2. Two ENDOGENOUS VARIARLIS: WAGES AND HOURS
The primary goal of the New Jersey experimentand the goal of others,
some still in processwas to determine the effect of "income maintenance"
schemçs on labor supply. Thus we would like to isolate the effect of the experi-
mental programs on labor supply, while at the same time taking account of the
2 Theaverage over both groups of ihe logarithm of earnings in the year prior to the experiment


























Age < 35 0.0209
(0.0197)
Age 35 to 45 0.0064
(0.0058)










l35, if Age > 35
0, if Age<35
A2= Age -35, if 35 <Age <45
45-35,iI Age >45
0, ii Age <45
(,Age-45, if Age>45
truncation introduced by the selection procedure. In addition, even if we were
only interested in using the data to investigate the effect of "academic variables"
on earnings, the above approach would have at least two shortcomings.
It obscures the process by which earnings are generated; they result from a
choice of hours of work made by the individual together with the hourly wage that
he commands in the market. And, when investigating the relationship between
personal attributes and "productivity" what we really would like to know is the
wage per unit of time that an individual commands in the market, his "marginal
429
Number of Individuals- 276
Number of Experimentals= 156 SEE. == 0.589
Number of Controls= 120 Correlation Coefficient 5 = 0.859
Number of Observations = 276 2 = 552product."This relationship is partly hidden when welook only at annual earnings.
In addition, the variance of the error termin earnings, the product of hours and a
wage rate, is larger than that of a wage equation.Thus the accuracy with which we
can estimate the effect of 1.0.,for example, should he greater if we break the
relationship into its component parts. It would hepossible in general to consider a
wage equation separately,although at sortie expense in efficiency, given the
simultaneous natureofthe wage-hour relationship. But in our particular case the
truncation point is based on annual earnings, so that if weconsider hourly wage we
must also consider hours worked.
Recall that Y = H . W, where H is hours of work and W is thehourly wage.
Thus In YIn H + In W. Assume that in the population In W and In H arc jointly
distributed with.
(2.1) InW1,= X,6+vh
In H1, = In W,f3 +Z1o±ij11
In W7 X,,6-f,
In H21 = In W,f3 -4 Z2,a + 1J71.
where K and Z are vectorsofexogenous variables, 6 and a vectors of parameters,
and 13 is a scalar parameter. We will let the hours equation depend on the wage
rate net of taxes in practice. To simplify exposition, however, we will proceed with
this model for the time being and make the appropriate alterations below.
We assume that. ij,,and 112 are jointly normal with covariance matrix
given by,
(2.3)
Note that variances and covariances in the two periods are asSumed equal (the
upper left and lower right two-by-two matrices). We also assume that the
covariance between r and ij, is equal to the covariance between E and m.
For some purposes, it is informative to thinkofthe random terms in (2.1 ), and
the corresponding variances and covariances, as having both "permanent" and
"transitory" components. The relevant components of variance can in fact be






























and we see that, given the above restrictions, the parameters of the variance
components formulation are identified.
To estimate the parameter of (2.1) and (2.2), we will use the reduced
form of (2.1), given by:
(2.5) In W1=X+E1
In W2=X2i+r2
In H2=X,. /3 +Z,a+E2+172.










Q -[ tT1,,2 (T(,E2f3
- 2L7/3+U (TE,=,/3-+-cr;I,I,2I3+o,Il,?)
Note that there are only six unknown parameters in the covariance matrix, giving
it a rather simple structure.
The joint density function for the logarithms of wages and hours in the two
periods, analogous to the development in section 1, is given by,
0, if In W11 +ln FIh > In L1, and
(2.4)
(2.7)f(.) (lnIn Ii; In In H,)
,if In W1+ln
Pr(ln W1+In F!11ln L)
Here,4is a multivariate normal density function with mean vector given by the
non-random terms in equations (2.5) and covariance matrix, shown in(2.6). To
431evaluate the denominator in (2.7),recall that In W1, and In H1, are (IiStrihuted
bivariate l!ornlal with rocan vector(X, X16f3 +Z1a) and covariance matrix
Then, the distribution of In W1 +In Hhis given by
(2.8) In W11 +In H11N(K1ö+X1+Z1x;+o)22+2w17).
The likelihood function for N obscrvatonsis thus,
(2.9) .'? )/4[d],
where
)=4(In %V11, In H11; In %V71, In H2),
and
d, =(In L, (X118 +X1tSf3 +Z11a))/'J1 I 2a,,
and the log-likelihood function by,
N N






V22, = In H21 - X21,3 -
V1(V1i, V121, V2 -, V,21),
the log-likelihood function is given by
N N N
(2.11) 2=-ln DV1cr1v;In 4[d1].
If, as in section 1, we take advantage of the fact that () can be written as the
product of marginal and conditional density functions--both bivariate in this case,
we can write (2.11) as,




- (V,1 - CVI1)B'( V21- CV11)',
a=1
where B = 2I12, C = ', V1, = (V1Ii'V121), and V,1 = ( V211, V221).
We have chosen to use this form forestimation of the parameters of the model&
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If3, t, and the six parameters in the covariancematrix (22). The precise procedure
used is discusscd more fully in the appendix.We proceed now to an empirical
example.
An Example: Two Endogenous Variables
Before presenting empirical estimates,we need to digress somewhat to
describe more precisely the "world" thatgenerated our data, and the concomitant
problems of estimation. The discussion isdirected in particular to the specification
of the hours worked equations in (2.5).We will consider first the specification of
these equations for "non-experimentaJs"(all participants before the experiment
began--period 1and controls during theexperimentperiod 2), and related
estimation problems. The specificationsuggested for this case will then be
extended to include the "experimental"group.
Consider the graph in Figure 4, where the solidline represents an "after-tax"
budget constraint and the dotted line the "pre-tax"constraint. Assume that, faced
with the after-tax budget constraint,an individual chooses to work h hours.
Assume that this point representsa tangency between the budget constraint and
an indifference curve. Then this individual would work thesame number of hours
if faced with the linear budget constraintrepresented by the tangent to the true
constraint at H = h. This "as if" constraintmay be completely described by two
values: its slope, W, and Y0, "adjusted"non-wage income.3 The point I!
represents the number of hours the individualcan work before the marginal tax
rate becomes greater than zero. Non-wage income Y0 is, forour purposes, all
family income other than wage income of themale head of the household.
The hours equations in (2.1) can now be specifiedas,
(2.13) In J-J, = In [JA/11( I - t)Jf3-I-In Y(J11a1 + Z0a +
In H2, =ln [W21(1 t21)J$ ±ln Yoja+Z21a+1121,
where t, is the marginal tax rate "faced" by the ith individual.The value in',can
be thought of as one of the elements of the vectorZ in (2. 1). The reduced form
equations in (2.5) now become,
(2.14) InH11={X, -I-In (lt1,)]f3-I-lri'i,ai+Z1,rY+eiaf3+1
In''2j[X210 +ln 0- t2l)]+ln Y2a, +Z,,a-fE21/3 +
Note that istaken,atthispoint,to be Y)= F-IW+ Y0-- THg'=
HWI + Y0 T, where Tis total taxes paid. Wesee that both X + In (11)= In W
andV0depend on hours worked and are thus correlated with thedisturbance
terms in the hours equations. We know which tax ratean individual faces for any
given year, cx post--and for experimentals, whetheror not they were "on" the
experiment as described belowbut itis endogenous, in that it depends on
endogenous variables. To circumvent this difficultywe will evaluate t andY0at
So far, Ihis is a variant of a procedure used by Hall [1973]. His method, however,does not lake
account of the "endogeneity" of both Wand Y0. Our method for handling this is takenp shortly.
433the same number of hours br allperst)I1S.1We have chosenI ,0() hours this is






To assign comparable values of W and Y to the experimentalgroup, we
need to consider the nature of the experimental "treatment" Eachfamily in the
experimental group was assigned a tax rate, call iir, and a guaranteed income G.
Family income would be at least G. even itno family members worked.
Associated with each family is a "brcak-evcn" point. It is definedas the numbcrof
hours that would lead to income under the experiment equalto income that would
have been earned had the family not been in theexperimental group. We let this
value be H**. There is a kink in the budget constraintat this poinC' Beyond H
the individual no longer faces the treatmenttax rate; he is faced with the same rate
as a non-experimental participant with his characteristics.The idea is demon-
strated graphically in Figure 5. Theguarantee is for the family and all family
income is taxed at the rater. Because we are considering the labor supply of the
We have discovered thai a cou'.parahleprocedure was followed by Rosen [19741. This
procedure is. of course, rather ad hoc, andis limited by the fact that an endogenous variable, the
observed wage rate, is used in the calculations.In planned subsequent work we' will heinure systematic in taking account of the "on"-"off"decision.
For example, consider the "as-if"lax rate of a person whose wage is (V and whosenon-wage
income is $1,125 and who has 5 dependents.He pays (in 1970) no federal income taxon income up to $1,1OO+5($625)4 125 He thenpays a marginal rate of about 18 percentup to $10,000. (Note that persons with income lessthan $10,000 who take standarddeductions do not face a simple progressive macginal tax rate, whichfor higher income families startedat 14 percent in 1970. The 18 percent figure is taken torepresent the average for this group, if taxesare paid at all. Because all persons in our sample have low incomes,we will assume this marginal rate foreveryone, after standard deductions are taken.) I-Ic will alsopaysocial security tax at the rate oi4.Spercent upto S7,80() (1970) (We asstlme this rate for all incomeof persons in our sample.) lithewage rate of this individual is less than $2,00, his as-if taxrate is taken to he 0.048; if it isgreater than $2.00 ii would he 0.180 +O.t)48 0.228. The "as-if"non-wage income would be= 1,500 Wi ± Y0-- F, where iis the tax rate calculated above and Tis(1,500)(O.048)( W) +(federal incometax at H = I .500). Federal income tax would be zero if Wwere less than $2.00. otherwise itwould be (l.5t)t)Ht)W, where Ht is ($4,125$1,125)/W Social securitytax would be (l,500)(0.048)(w













male head of the family we will defineaO G TY+whereY0is family
income other than hiswage income.
We will define an"as-if'' taxrate anda non-wage incomelevel for this group
analogous to those for the non-experimentalgroup. Again, we askwhatmarginal
tax rate the individual would be facing if he workcdI ,50() hours. This rate is the
marginal tax rate assigned to him.7 The value forY0is defined as above. Note that
=G if the individual is assigned thattreatment tax rate, If I1is greater than
1,500hours, the experimental tax rate i-is assigned.If H** is less than or equal to
1,500,the appropriate non-experimentalrate is assigned.5
The results for two endogenous varaiblesare shown in Table2.Again we will
draw attention only to those estimates thatare of particular relevance to the goals
In planned subsequentworkwe will he more ystem:iiic in predicting whether or notan individual will be "on" or "off" theexpeitment. ilie problem is similar to predicting, on general, the
tax rate an individual will Face.
8 Algebraically,the procedure for non-experimentds and experinientals isas follows: For
non -ex,rirnentals, calculate
H5=(I,loo- J:025--)/I$
where F is the family size. [he tax rate is given by.
fl).048if H5> 1,5)1)),
(dM48 +018if W- 1,511(1.
where 0.048 is social security tax rate and 0. I 8 federal incometax rate. '[he ''as-if' non-wage income is
given by,
= I ,SOi) Wi +-- 1:
where
-I 500W(tI.t)48)if H*> 1,501;,
T
- Il .SOOW(tUl48)+ (1,5)))) H) R'ii Fi 1.50(1.
Forexperiinen Ia Is. H"is givenby,
H"
J(G - Y0._tH*W)/W(r__t)ifG+WHI --r)> Y0f i-r w
((G Yo)/1' ifG±WHIJ --r)Y()H5w'
Then, forH"I ,500, the tax rate is rand Y, = (5. 1-or Jj5(.5)))), the tax rate and V0 are the sanle
as for a "like" non-experimental.
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H" H I.)TABLE 2
Two ENI)DGENOLJS VARIAnIjs,Ristji:is
\Vagc Equation I lours Equation
Estimates Estimates
Variable (Standard Error) (Standard Error)
-[0.06830.03831 .[0.00500.0013
0.4946i8L 0.1614
* See footnoteto Table I, p.429.
of the experiment. The estimatedcoefficient on the logarithm of thewage is 0.140 and that on the logarithm ofnon-wage income, -0.022. That is,a 100 percent
increase in the wage is estimatedto increase hours worked by 14percent, and a 100 percent increase innon-wage income, to decrease hours worked by 2.2
percent. It is worth pointing out thatalthough the experinicntal selectionproce- dures induced a negativecorrelation betweenwages and hours in this sample,
taking explicit account ofthe truncation leads toa quite plausible coefficient on
the wage rate in the hoursequation. We note first that thesenumbers are rather close to those estimated frompre-experimental data (0.095 and -0.024,respec- tively) in our previouswork. This is so,even though the estimation procedures used in the twocases are substantially different.In particular, variations in marginal tax rates werenot of substantial importancewith respect to pre- experimental data, andwe did not take account of them.














Age < 35 0.0110 0.0077
(0.0086) (0.0046)
Age 35 to 45 -0.0050 --0.0002
(0.0074) (0.0003k Age > 45 -0.004 7 -0.0024
(0.0032) (0.0018)




Log Wage 0. 1401
(0.0643)
Log Non-Wage Income -0.0233
(0.0066)increase in non-wage income, and the tax rate a substantial reduction in the
marginal wage rate. For exampk, consider an individual whose non-wage income
increased by 700 percent and whose marginal wage rate fell by5O percent. Flours
worked by turn would be expected to fall by over 22 percent. Similar calculations
for all individuals in our sample who were on the experiment (observed to be
below the break-even point) suggest an estimated average decrease in hours
worked of 16.1 percent. The comparable number for persons predicted to be
below this breakeven point at 1,500 hours of work was 17.6 percent. In subse-
quent work we will take explicit account of individual decisions to be "on" or
"off" the experiment.
The time parameters should be interpreted as representing both the influence
of factors that affected experirnentals and controls, as well as differences in the
methods used to obtain wage and hours worked data in the two periods.
The specification discussed above does not distinguish between "experimen-
tally induced" and other components of the wage rate and non-wage income. That
is, the use of the net wage variable in the hours equation (2.14) constrains the
coefficient, j3, on the logarithm of the wage, X to be the same as that on the
logarithm of the tax rate, In (1 t);and, the single coefficient on non-wage income
for the experimental group, Y0 = G = G - rY0 + Y(,, does not distinguish between
income fixed by the experiment, G, and other non-wage income, Y0. To test for
possible differences in response to these two components of the wage rate on
non-wage income, we have separated the net wage into two variables In W and
In (1 -1),and non-wage income into two variables In (G - rY0) and In Y0. Sepa-
rate coefficients were estimated for each. The estimated coefficients on the
logarithms o the tax and the wage rate were 0.1126 and 0.1567 respectively. The
coefficients on In (GrY0) and In Y0 were 0.0161 and 0.0468. Using a
likelihood ratio test, the hypothesis that the wage rate coefficient was equal to the
tax coefficient and the coefficient on the experimental guarantee equal to other
non-wage income could not be rejected, even at a significance level as high as20
percent. (Twice the ratio of the likelihood is 3.2 and is distributed as x2 with 2
40 degrees of freedom.)
ent We also estimated a simple experimental effect in the hours equation,
da deleting the wage and non-wage income variables. The estimated coejflcient on
2.2 the dummy variable identifying the experimental group was 0.0375, with an
ice- asymptotic standard error of 0.0230. Ii is comparable to those obtained by others
ile, (e.g. HaIl 1975 or Watts and Rees 1974). This estimate, of course, does not isolate
on the effect of the experimental treatment on non-wage income and the wage rate
her and thus does not deal with the biased estimates of these effects that the sample
ec- truncation induces.
res Finally, we also estimated the hours equation specification in table 2 using
Sin standard two stage least squares. The estimated coefficient on the wage rate was
pie- 0.382 with an asymptotic standard error of 0.224. The negative coefficient
results from the sampling procedure that tended to eliminate From the sample
t for persons with both high wage rates and high hours worked. Or, persons with
For relatively high wage rates who responded by working relatively long hours tended
tage to be eliminated from the sample.
437We have presenteda maXiniunl likelihood procedure forestimating
behavioral equations from observations over twr) time periods when theobserva
tions are selected by ''truncating" on an efl(lOgCflOUS variable during (liefirst
period. It is an extension of a procedure, developed ifi an earlierPaper, that is
strictly applicable only to data pertaining to the truncation periodthefirst time
period in this case. In particular, the method of this paper has been usedto analyze
the effects of the New Jersey Negative Income Tax Experiment.
Two models were developed. The first deals with one endogenousvariable
Our example was annual earnings. Our estimate revealeda negative experimental
effect of about 6 percent Ofl the earnings of white males. It also ledto an estimate
of the proportion of variationri inconie (given X) due to "permanent" factorsof
about 86 percent. This means that even if one were touse only experimental (lata,
the truncation in the first period would lead to parameter estimateswith large bias,
as demonstrated in our previous work using pre-experimental data.The second
model handled two endogcnoiis variableswages and hoursworked. Our sample
estimates revealed an elasticity of hours worked withrespect to the wage rate of
about 14 percent, and with respect tonon-wage income, about 2 percent. (Note
that because of the truncation, other investigators whodid not correct for it often
found a negative wage coefficientin equations similar to ours.) These coefficients,
although small, suggest that forpersons Vh() elect to he "on" the experiment, the
effect on hours worked may he substantial,even though it does not appear to be
large on the average. It is also of interest thatthe results were surprisingly closeto
those obtained in our workusing pre-experirnental observations only.
Subsequent work will systematicallytreat the tax rateor, the decisionto be "on" or "off" theexperiment-as endogenous. The procedure used hereappar-
ently worked well, but didnot allow explicit prediction of the "on''-"off''decision
for each individual. This isan important aspect of the evaluation ofany income
maintenance scheme of the typeencountered in negative income tax experiments.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Harvard University
Appendix on Estimation
Parameter estimates forboth the one- andtwo-endogenous variable models were obtained usinga generalization of the Guass-Newtonmaximization
algorithm suggested byBernt, I-Jail, Hall, and Hausmari[1974]. It uses only first derivatives In bothcases we maximized the likelihoodfunction obtained after writing theappropriate muJtiviriate normaldensity functions as the product of marginal and conditionaldensity functions,as in equations (1.10) and (2.12). We had hoped that thistransformation would simplifycomputation. However, after having derived firstorder conditions withand without the transformation,one approach did not seemto recommend itselfover the other. First order conditions for the singleendogenous variablecase are straightforwjrcl hut those for the simultaneous casereq (lire somewhatmore explanation.
438We can write the first-order conditions for maximization of (LIO)as:
aIN
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to where d,=(L(Xl(f3)/u,= Y21pY11, ) =X21pX11.
Estimation of the parameters in the simultaneous equation case requires
be maximization of the likelihood function (2.12) with respect to to & 13,a,and the six
ar- parameters in the covariance matrix f(2,6), three in and three in 112. For





- (V21 -CV1)Bl(V21 - CV1)'.
recall the following definitions:
V111 =In W11 X18
V12, = In H11 - X118f3 - Z11a
V211 = in W2, X28
V221 = in H21 - X21ö13 - Z21a




















d1 = (In L1 - (X1-f XIJ313 + ZhO))/Jw11 -w,2 ± 2w12
c=ci2n'
B =f1 fl,'U2.
We see that elements ofshow up in C and B
L,as well as in 11'. We need both
to account for the relationshipsbetween these matrices and to insure that f, B,
and fl2, will be positive definite,since they arc covariance matrices. To do this we
let:
=
C = (F ')'AF'
B = (Ifl21 = [IA-
with A1 and A2 constrained to be greater than zero.
We maximize (A.2) with respect to ,r, and the six elements of F and A.
We then rely on the invariance theorem to recover the elements of ft
Before taking derivatives, we need to make a few calculations and some
additional definitions. Note that:
Det F= 111F22T12F21,
Det (' = A1A2F1['7±A1A2F2F1 -"'











lr r r'r'1III 12
fl1' = FAF'=IA1F1 +A2F2 IIli 2l+21 121221
A1F11F21 +A2F12F,2 A1F1+A2l'2j12l'°
22I
B=F(A -AiF'= {y,F, +y2F2
Y1111121 + Y2' 12122
Y,F,'r'21 +yIl,
r2 2 - y,i 21+y2! 22
where y1A,/(l -A) and)'2A2/(I -A),
2 DetW' y1y2F1F2+ y1y2F,2i21 -2y1y2111f21F,21'22
=y,72(Dct F)2




C21 V,1 + C22v,2J[S,2
where the last term defines S,, and Sf2,
vI1_-1v=a)11 V+2w'2V,2V,1-I-w22V2




where the last term definesf1,f2,f3.Finally, if we let (w,,+w22 + 2w,2)'12o, the








S1X2,, + S (C, ,X, + C2XJ3)]
+b'2[V2X2j3+ V22X, -V,,(C21X, +C27X,.,f3)
+S,I(C2IXI, +C22X,j3)-4-S,2(C,,X,,, +C,2X,j3)]
+b22[ V22X, J3 - V22(C2 + C22Xj3)
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- Det F Det I' Det F/i
+bI(
V (_AIi2 V12 -21+S1)
Deli'+DI)
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f2YlFIl + - + + Det F Det F DetF)]
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